Alice in Wonderland

Book key

1  a  caterpillar, hare, mouse, pig, rabbit
   b  mushroom, tart
   c  centimetre
   d  key
2  Open answers
3  a  watch  b  slowly  c  doors  d  garden  e  bottle
   f  smaller  g  bigger  h  more  i  smaller
4  a  Yes  b  No  c  No  d  Yes  e  No  f  Yes
5–6  Open answers
7  It has hands
8  Open answers
9  a  Alice
   b  Alice
   c  the White Rabbit
   d  Alice
   e  the White Rabbit
   f  Alice
   g  the White Rabbit
   h  a caterpillar
10 a  ✓  b  ✓  c  ✓  d  ✓  e  ✓  f  ✓  g  ✓  h  ✓
11 It is pretty and small. It has a room upstairs with a
   fireplace. It has a garden.
12 a  She is very small.
   b  She is tired when she runs.
   c  She is going to eat some mushroom.
13 Open answers
14 a  6  b  2  c  8  d  5  e  7  f  1  g  4  h  3
15 a  ✓  b  ✓  c  ✓  d  ✓  e  ✓  f  ✓  g  ✓  h  ✓
16–17  Open answers
18 a  Alice
   b  the Mad Hatter
   c  the Mad Hatter
   d  the March Hare
   e  the March Hare
   f  Alice
19 a  7  b  4  c  2  d  8  e  1  f  3  g  5  h  6
20 a  Open answers
   b  friendly: the Cheshire Cat, the Duchess, the White
      Rabbit, the Dodo
   c  unfriendly: the Caterpillar, the
      King, the Queen, the Mad Hatter, the March Hare.
21 Open answers

22 a  the White Rabbit
   b  the Mad Hatter
   c  the White Rabbit
   d  the Mad Hatter
   e  the Mad Hatter
   f  the cook, Alice
23 a  above
   b  near
   c  in front of
   d  between
   e  near
   f  between
   g  in the middle of
24–32  Open answers

Discussion activities key
1–2  Open answers
3  Lewis Carroll, whose real name was Charles Dodgson,
   wrote Alice in Wonderland. He wrote it in 1865. It was
   different from other books for children because it did
   not try to teach anything. He only wanted to tell a
   good story.
4  Alice followed the rabbit because she was bored and
   the rabbit was strange. Alice can’t get through the door
   because she is too big.
5  Open answers
6  The dodo was a bird that came from the island of
   Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. It was about a metre
   tall, weighed about 20 kilograms and it couldn’t fly.
   It is now extinct.
7–9  Open answers
10 Suggested answers: The caterpillar is bad to Alice
    because he asks her difficult questions and doesn’t
    want to answer her questions, but he is also good
    because he teaches her how to control her size.
11–17  Open answers

Activity worksheets key
1  a  4  b  5  c  3  d  7  e  6  f  1  g  2
2  a  3  b  5  c  6  d  1  e  8  f  4  g  2  h  7
3  a  The White Rabbit
   b  the Mouse
   c  Alice’s sister
   d  Alice
   e  Dinah
   f  Mabel
Alice in Wonderland

4 wet; dry
  warm; cold
  different; same
  first; last
  something; nothing
  noisily; quietly
  outside; inside
  interesting; boring
  beautiful; ugly

5 a He is looking for his hat.
  b She goes into the White Rabbit's house.
  c Because she knows something interesting will happen.
  d They can see an arm in the window.
  e They throw a cake so that Alice can eat it and get smaller.
  f She eats mushrooms for dinner.

6 a She changed a number of times today.
  b He asks her who she is twice. It seems he is not listening to her.
  c She can't remember it.
  d It is a Cheshire Cat.
  e She thinks the Duchess and the Cook will kill it.

7 a twenty > seven
  b three > two
  c beautiful > ugly
  d pig > baby
  e Alice > the Duchess
  f cat > pig
  g first > last

8 a asleep
  b butter
  c wash
  d stupid
  e gardeners
  f flowers
  g diamonds

9 a The Mad Hatter
  b The March Hare
  c The gardeners
  d The Queen
  e The Knave of Hearts
  f Alice
  g The White Rabbit
  h The Cheshire Cat

10 a room
  b paper
  c tarts
  d questions
  e head
  f bigger
  g place
  h tall
  i fall
  j leave
  k afraid
  l down
  m wakes
  n sister
  o home

11 a The White Rabbit has a long paper in his hand and he is going to read from it during the trial.
  b Yes, she knows a lot of animals and birds.
  c Because she is hungry and she wants to eat the tarts.
  d Because it is asleep.
  e Fish.
  f Because she is very tall.
  g Fifty-two.

12 Open answers

Progress test key

1 a 3 b 2 c 3 d 1 e 2
2 a ✓ b ✗ c ✓ d ✗ e ✓ f ✓ g ✓ h ✗
3 a The Caterpillar to Alice.
  b Alice to the Caterpillar.
  c The Caterpillar to Alice.
  d The Duchess to Alice.
  e Alice to the Cheshire Cat.
  f The Cheshire Cat to Alice.

4 a can't
  b wine
  c Wednesday
  d cups
  e tea
  f didn't want

5 a 4 b 6 c 10 d 3 e 8 f 5 g 1 h 7 i 9 j 2